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MEDIA ALERT! Creating winning
presentations with Archicad

Compelling presentations are often the lynchpin to making great architecture
a reality. Pitching ideas with powerful visualizations will impress future
clients and inspire current ones. Traditionally, data-heavy renders and VR
walkthroughs could take hours and require specialized skill sets.

The landscape is changing.

In this fast-paced Building Together | Visualize webinar on May 8, starting at
2 PM (CEST), we'll showcase the creative use of some of our out-of-the-box



Archicad tools, such as Graphic Overrides, 3D styles, and rendering engines,
and our connection to external rendering software like Twinmotion and
Enscape.

We'll also step into the future with Archicad AI Visualizer powered by Stable
Diffusion, an experimental Archicad capability that creates inspiring, detailed,
3D visualizations in the early design stages.

Join us at our visualization-focused AEC webinar to discover a bright future
with architectural visualization.

Can't make it? Sign up and we'll send you the on-demand replay!

About Graphisoft

Graphisoft® empowers teams to design great buildings through award-
winning software solutions, learning programs, and professional services for
the AEC industry. Archicad®, the architects’ BIM software of choice, offers a
complete end-to-end design and documentation workflow for architectural
and integrated architectural and engineering practices of any size. BIMx®, the
most popular mobile and web BIM app, extends the BIM experience to
include all stakeholders in the building design, delivery, and operations
lifecycle. BIMcloud®, the AEC industry’s first and most advanced cloud-based
team collaboration solution, makes real-time collaboration possible across
the globe regardless of the size of the project and the speed or quality of the
team members’ network connection. DDScad’s intelligent MEP design tools,
integrated calculations, and comprehensive documentation solutions
combine great architecture with peak building performance. Graphisoft is part
of the Nemetschek Group. To learn more, visit www.graphisoft.com

https://graphisoft.com/solutions/innovation/archicad-ai-visualizer
https://graphisoft.com/
http://www.graphisoft.com/
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